ATTENTION JUNIORS:

Class of 84 rings will be sold in Lobby 10 on October 27 and 28 from 10am to 3pm. If cost is a problem for you, ask about the 12 month payment plan.

Football downed, now 2-4

(Continued from page 13)  
The score remained 21-0 at the half. Assumption came out strong in the second half and put together a drive of their own and ending just seven seconds into the fourth when Curran plunged the final two yards for the touchdown. Tom Han- son’s 3 kick made the score 28-7.

The Engineer defense continued to look strong, holding Assumption to a loss of one yard on its next three plays. A penalty in the punt return gave MIT the ball on the Assumption thirty and it did not waste this opportu- nity. Halfback Dave Peakes ’84 got the ball on fourth and one on the ten and made it all the way to the goal line for the second MIT goal. Hastings kicked narrowed the score to 28-14.

After an attempt at an inside kick failed, the Greyhounds took possession and marched to the Engineers’ six-yard line, where the defense forced yet another fumble, this time with linebacker Jim Hatfield ’83 recovering on the five. On the next play, however, Peakes had the ball stripped from his arms. It took only three plays for Assumption to score on this fumble.

Next week MIT will be at home against the Hawks of the University of Hartford. The Hawks at 0-6 are still looking for their first victory. The game will take place at Steinbrenner Stadi- um at 2pm.
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